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Purpose of the Report:
This report seeks Cabinet approval to a change in the way that executive highway functions
are taken, transferring them from Local and Joint Committees (LC/JCs) to enable officers to
take such decisions in more direct consultation with the relevant members. These changes
will take effect from April 2022. This change will sit alongside the development of new
engagement methods and tools to enable members and officers to reach out more
effectively to residents than is possible through the current model.
This proposal directly supports the commitment the Council made in 2020 to Empowering
Communities as one of its core priorities and will contribute toward wider organisation
priorities of Enabling a Greener Future, Tackling Health Inequalities, and Growing a
Sustainable Economy.
The report sets out the process and timescale for the transfer of these functions and the
alternative decision-making processes which are to be put in place.
Recommendations:
It is recommended that Cabinet:
1. Agree to the transfer of all executive highway functions from Local and Joint Committees
with effect from the 1st of April 2022.
2. Agree that all executive functions previously delegated to Local and Joint Committees
relating to highways are delegated to Officers in consultation with the relevant Divisional
Member with effect from the 1st of April 2022.
3. Agree the proposed changes to the Integrated Transport Scheme (ITS) within the Local
Highway Schemes budget and the Individual Member Highways Allocations (Capital and
Revenue budgets) from April 2022 as set out in this report.
4. Note the proposed involvement of the Communities, Environment & Highways Select
Committee in the development of the criteria that will be used to assess projects coming
forward for funding from the countywide ITS budget, ahead of the Cabinet Member
agreeing such criteria.
5. Agree to delegate authority to the Executive Director of Environment, Transport and
Infrastructure and the Director for Highways and Transport in consultation with the
Cabinet Member for Transport and Infrastructure to make all necessary changes to
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existing highway budgets, criteria, and relevant policies to support the effective transition
to these new arrangements.

6. Agree that the Director of Legal and Governance works in conjunction with democratic
service officers from Guildford, Runnymede, Woking, and Spelthorne Borough Councils
to update their respective Joint Committee constitutions which are in place with the
County Council.
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7. Agree the Director of Legal and Governance in consultation with the Leader of the
Council makes the relevant changes to the Council’s Executive and Officer Scheme of
delegation as set out within this report.
Reason for Recommendations:
The recommendations within this report will support more efficient local decision making,
whilst ensuring that there is transparency and proper scrutiny. These proposals will enable
more people to be heard and participate in decision making, leading to better outcomes for
our residents.
This is a joint initiative coming from Communities and ETI Directorates consistent with
residents’ expressed desires to be more involved in what the Council is doing but through
events and conversations and not through boards and meetings. This proposal directly
supports the commitment the Council made in 2020 to Empowering Communities:
‘Reinvigorate our relationship with residents, empowering communities to tackle local issues
and support one another, whilst making it easier for everyone to play an active role in the
decisions that will shape Surrey’s future.’ i
Research in the past year has shown that far more residents have been able to
communicate with the Council through a wider range of mechanisms than has been the case
historically using traditional local and joint committee processes. For instance, in 2021/22, 11
online engagement sessions reached over 50,000 members of the public, whilst in
comparison only 650 residents attended LC/JCs between 2019 and 2021 which included
councillors from Parish, Districts and Boroughs if they attended to hear proceedings.
Executive Summary:
1.

This report recommends and outlines proposals to empower divisional councillors by
changing the delegation of executive highway functions currently under the remit of
LC/JCs. It sets out the process and timescale for the transfer of these functions, which
will come into effect from April 2022.

2.

The proposal is designed to respond to the expectation of communities and members of
greater engagement and more efficient decision making on several highway activities,
which has evolved since the LC/JCs were initially setup. It also aligns with the ambition
of the Council to engage in a more constructive way with residents and members to
deliver improved outcomes and provide a better customer experience of highways
activities.

3.

This report relates only to the current highway functions of the LC/JCs, outlining how
these functions will be addressed in a different way. The LC/JCs will continue to operate
beyond April 2022 and will continue to address libraries decisions, non-executive
functions in relation to Public Rights of Way (PROW) and non-decision functions as set
out in their terms of reference.
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Details
4.

The majority of highways functions are delegated to officers to deliver works based on
the priorities of Surrey County Council (SCC). However, since 2002, Local Committees
(and more recently Joint Committees) have held certain delegated highways functions in
order to promote and fund some highway works in their respective areas. LC/JCs also
hold responsibility for a number of delegated highway decisions including Traffic
Regulation Orders, agreeing local speed limit changes and Stopping Up orders. The full
list of current highway functions delegated to LC/JCs is set out in Annex 1.

5.

The proposals in this report refer to both the executive highway decision functions for
LC/JCs, and related highway advisory functions as listed and detailed in Annex 1.

6.

Under these proposals, executive highway functions will be delegated to officers in
consultation with the relevant Divisional Member. As part of this process, Members will
be able to draw on an increasing range of engagement methods and tools, to reach out
to more of their residents to better understand their priorities, before requesting an
officer to make a decision.

7.

Divisional Members will continue to be able to consult with District and Borough
Councillors and neighbouring County Councillors, particularly for consideration of local
integrated transport and wider infrastructure schemes.

8.

Critically, the changes will provide Divisional Members with greater individual discretion
over a higher value of highway funds to address local issues than is currently the case
under LC/JCs. The recent creation of the Highways Engagement Team has created
officer capacity which can more constructively support members on their highway
priorities and be a dedicated resource to maintain a focus on delivery for residents and
other customers in relation to this proposal.

Summary of Key Changes
9.

Outlined by key area, the main changes to highway functions proposed are summarised
below. All changes detailed in this proposal are contained within the Annex.

Delegated Highway capital budget and revenue budgets
10. It is proposed that a budget allocation will be made directly available to all Members. For
22/23 this will be:
Revenue £7,500 (County total £0.6075m)
Capital £50,000 (County total £4.05m)
Historically, some Committees choose to allocate each individual Member a capital sum,
but these amounts are less than what is proposed above.
11. The Member will be able to use this funding to support maintenance on the highway and
will also have some flexibility to use it for “minor” Integrated Transport Scheme (ITS)
works (such as pedestrian islands, speed limit reviews, new footway links etc) up to a
maximum value of £15,000. Members have previously been given guidance and this will
be updated to reflect current costs.
12. The actual decisions on how the funding would be spent would be delegated to officers
(in the scheme of delegation) but would be taken in consultation with the Divisional
Member. Records will be kept for all of these decisions. If any Members choose not to
promote the use of all of their allocations, any remaining funds will be used by Officers
to support general highway maintenance activities.
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13. As part of the allocation process, Highway Officers will arrange an informal meeting of
all County Councillors within a district on at least an annual basis, providing the
opportunity for Members to consider pooling part of their allocations, toward enabling a
more efficient procurement of works gangs and programmes. Officers will also make
recommendations to Members on projects and areas they may wish to spend their
allocation on in their division.
Integrated Transport Schemes (ITS)
14. In addition to the provision of a proportion of revenue and capital funding for individual
Member highway decisions, a countywide ITS budget will be created. This will be
£2.95m in line with the approved budget for 22/23 by Council on 8th February 2022.
15. Under these new proposals, Members would have the ability to prioritise and promote
one scheme per year for consideration in their division. Each Divisional Member would
be expected to engage with the community in developing their proposal to determine
which schemes they should put forward for consideration.
16. All proposed schemes will then be assessed and prioritised by officers for funding from
the countywide ITS budget under criteria to be agreed by the Cabinet Member. The
criteria will likely include assessing how any proposal contributes to road safety or
accessibility and wider county priorities such as greener futures and the Surrey
Transport Plan.
17. It is proposed that the Communities, Environment and Highways Select Committee
(CEHSC) are involved in developing the updated criteria. The Cabinet Member will
approve the annual programme. Where developer contributions are available, these will
supplement the ITS programme for the area in which they are received, in line with any
planning conditions.
Review of On-street parking management
18. It is proposed that on-street parking reviews would be taken by officers in consultation
with the Divisional Member in line with the County parking strategy. For any changes to
on-street parking arising from such reviews, the established community consultation
process set out in the parking review process will continue. Separate arrangements
exist within Guildford Borough and County officers will work with their borough
colleagues to ensure these principles are adopted.
19. A new budget will be created to support feasibility studies and technical appraisals for
Member ideas and schemes as described above, including Community Infrastructure
Levy (CIL) bids. This will be supplemented by the on-street parking surplus. The three
existing commitments for this funding (Guildford Park & Ride, Woking Town Centre
Agreement, and supplementary support for Elmbridge parking reviews) will be reviewed
to ensure they offer good value and are aligned to current County Council priorities. The
current agency agreements with the District & Boroughs for on-street enforcement
expire at the end of March 2023.
Transitional arrangements
20. Committees are determining their programmes for 22/23, but the revised funding
arrangements will start from 22/23 with each Member having a capital allocation of
£50k. As a result, not all the existing Committee programmes agreed by LC/JCs for
22/23 will be affordable. Therefore, the proposed Countywide ITS allocation of £2.95m
will be split between the 11 committee areas, based on existing methodology and the
top prioritised Committee schemes in those areas will be progressed for construction.
On this basis as recommended by the CEHSC each District / Borough will be allocated
£100k (making a total of £1.1m), and the remaining £1.85m will be distributed in line
with the number of County Councillors for each District / Borough. This is shown in
Table 1 below. Those schemes not prioritised for the transitional year budget will not be
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funded in 22/23, and it will be for the relevant Member to prioritise them for
consideration in future years if they remain a priority.
Table 1. Countywide Integrated Transport Scheme (ITS) 22/23 £2.95M Allocations

Petitions
21. As a result of these changes, the public will still be able to submit petitions on highway
matters, via the Council’s existing petition schemeii with petitions continuing to be heard
by the most appropriate committee or person, but from April 2022 one of the routes for
consideration will be removed as petitions on this subject will be dealt with outside of
Local and Joint Committees.
22. However, this proposed change reflects the fact that a majority of petitions received
through LC/JCs could have been handled in a faster and more efficient way had they
not gone through this route. Since 2018, 87% of those received were considered service
requests, which from April 2022 would receive a response within 28 days rather than
waiting several months for the next committee cycle. Further, in total, there has been a
reduction in the number of petitions taken at LC/JCs (a 37% decrease over the last 3
years).
23. SCC Highways has invested to enhance online highway reporting mechanisms to best
serve residents and members. It is expected that between these mechanisms and
trends in petitions more generally, that the proposed approach will enable residents to
resolve their concerns more efficiently, whilst preserving the ability for residents who
genuinely do need to pursue a petition through the other established channels.
Public questions
24. For LC/JC public questions, 81% currently relate to highway matters including parking. It
is proposed that highway questions will be addressed via the County Council’s digital
reporting functions, although the option will remain for questions to be submitted to the
Divisional Member, Cabinet Member for Transport and Infrastructure, or to Cabinet.
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25. In addition, as set out above, the service has improved the online reporting functions
which make it clearer to residents of our service standards. There is an ongoing
programme of making more information accessible online; for example, our capital
maintenance work (known as Project Horizon) is available in a map-based format and
all planned road works can be viewed via our website. These tools will enable improved
self-service for those residents that can resolve their questions in this way, whilst the
option will remain for those that cannot to address their questions through the channels
set out above.
Scrutiny and overview
26. As is the case with all current highway processes, all decisions will continue to comply
with existing County Council policies (i.e. financial, speed limit, parking). If a situation
arises where there are conflicting views between an officer and Divisional Member in
relation to the taking of a decision which falls within the scope of these proposals, then
this would be formally escalated to the Cabinet Member for decision in line with the
existing process.
27. Where decisions impact the entire county, the Cabinet Member and/or Cabinet will
continue to make these decisions formally at public meetings, such as minimum cost of
parking permits etc.
28. On at least an annual basis, the CEHSC would be presented with a report of all the
highway decisions covered specifically by these proposals that have been made by
officers in consultation with the Divisional Members as well as those made by the
Cabinet Member. This will give an opportunity for the CEHSC to provide regular
oversight to the decision making set out in these proposals.
29. The CEHSC would be able to make recommendations to Cabinet in respect of its
findings through this scrutiny process, as well as in respect of any improvements it might
recommend to the process.
Benefits
30. The transfer of Highway decision making from LC/JCs will contribute directly to the
Council’s Empowering Communities priority, yielding a number of benefits for the
organisation and key stakeholders.
Benefits for Residents
31. These proposals will contribute to residents feeling better able to connect with members
on their own terms. Local and Joint Committees have to date provided a relatively
formalised and rigid form of engagement for residents on highway matters. The Council
can now call upon a far wider range of engagement tools. This offers greater flexibility to
adapt an approach to best fit the topic or issue under consideration.
32. Throughout 2022, the use of an increasing range of engagement methods and tools will
help encourage and empower more residents to participate in and influence the area in
which they live, particularly those from whom the Council does not usually hear. For
example, localised issues can be worked through in discussion with Councillors and
residents (e.g. a Councillor hosting a Facebook Live “surgery” or poll to hear directly
from their residents). Wider topics could be outlined in a public stakeholder engagement
event or presented digitally using Commonplace, either through a survey or interactive
map, to reach a greater number of people and gauge public opinion, as successfully
illustrated for the recent tranche of active travel schemes.
Benefits for Members
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33. This approach will give elected Members more direct influence over local highway
matters, whilst delivering for their residents in a shorter timeframe by being able to make
decisions outside of the committee process and timetable.
34. Members will have greater individual discretion over a higher value of highway funds to
be able to seek resolution to local issues raised by residents than is currently the case
under LC/JCs.
35. Members will be able to reach out to more of their residents to better understand their
priorities, by drawing on a range of informal engagement methods and tools.
Benefits for Partners
36. This is a collaborative and open approach, and there is a commitment from the County
Council to work closely with partners and to enter into collaborative discussions for the
benefit of residents to continue to deliver shared highway infrastructure proposals.
District and Boroughs (D&Bs) have been engaged in the preparation of this Cabinet
report.
Consultation
37. The Leader and Cabinet Member for Communities have been consulted in relation to
the proposed changes.
38. This report has been prepared in collaboration with the Executive Director for
Communities, in conjunction with the Director for Highways and Transport, and the
Head of Community Partnerships and Engagement. The Director of Law and
Governance has also been directly consulted throughout the development of these
proposals.
39. Specific briefing sessions were held with opposition group leaders on the contents of the
proposals in this report. In addition, a wider briefing document has been prepared and
circulated to all County Councillors ahead of Cabinet consideration of the report.
40. In view of wider District and Borough (D&Bs) engagement within LC/JCs, briefings
ahead of this Cabinet report have been provided via Surrey Leaders and Chief
Executives (CEX) meetings. A briefing has also been provided to the Chairman and
Vice-Chairman of the Surrey Association of Local Councils (SALC).
41. A draft of this Cabinet report was shared with CEHSC at a special public session held
on Monday 7th February. Feedback from this session has been incorporated into this
final report.
42. The CEHSC, in principle, were supportive of the recommendations outlined in this
report, subject to a number of areas being addressed. The response from Cabinet to the
CEHSC recommendations will be delivered outside of this report.
Risk Management and Implications:
43. A summary of risks arising from these proposals along with mitigations is set out in the
table below.
Summary Table of Risks and Key Mitigations
Risk description
Implementation of the new
changes to highway funding
streams and decision processes
causes delays to schemes

Mitigation action/strategy
Proposed changes to highway decisions and budgets are
being taken forward in parallel with the SCC budget setting
process through Cabinet.
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Lack of overview of funding
streams expenditure

12

Ensuring
highway
funds
allocated under these proposals
align with SCC Policies and
Standards
Ensuring that there is no
reduction in opportunities for
resident engagement in highway
priorities.

Decisions will be recorded and available in an accessible
audit log. Information on decisions is to be provided in a
format that could be shared with the community.
The funding of projects would need to be consistent with
SCC countywide policies and standards. ITS schemes will
be assessed by officers against updated assessment criteria.
Changes to on-street parking and speed limits will follow
established community consultation processes.
The utilisation of a greater variety of engagement tools will
make it easier for residents to play an active role in decisions
and priority setting.

Financial and Value for Money Implications:
44. The 2022/23 budget for Highways & Transport includes a revenue local scheme
allocation of £0.6m, and capital of £7m. The recommended approach will lead to
changes in the way that budget is managed; however, it is not proposed that the overall
amount changes. Money will continue to be allocated and spent in line with the Council's
agreed policies and processes, thus securing value for money.
Section 151 Officer Commentary:
45. Although significant progress has been made over the last twelve months to improve the
Council’s financial position, the medium-term financial outlook beyond 2021/22 remains
uncertain. The public health crisis has resulted in increased costs which may not be fully
funded. With uncertainty about the ongoing impact of this and no clarity on the extent to
which both central and local funding sources might be affected in the medium term, our
working assumption is that financial resources will continue to be constrained, as they
have been for the majority of the past decade. This places an onus on the Council to
continue to consider issues of financial sustainability as a priority in order to ensure
stable provision of services in the medium term. The recommendations in this report
concern how decisions are made, including decisions to spend. Those decisions will
continue to be made in accordance with appropriate Council policies and regulations,
and within the Council’s Medium-Term Financial Strategy. As such, the Section 151
Officer supports the proposals.
Legal Implications – Monitoring Officer:
46. The Leader has responsibility to determine the Scheme of Delegation for executive
decisions further to the Local Government Act 2000 and may delegate these to the
Cabinet, a Cabinet member, an officer, or a local committee. The Executive Scheme of
Delegation is reported to the Council for information and incorporated into the Council’s
constitution.
47. A number of the highway functions referred to must be subject of notice and statutory
consultation prior to any final decision being taken as currently.
48. The terms of reference of Local and Joint Committees incorporate the discharge of
executive functions as allocated in the Scheme of Delegation from time to time. These
are set out in the terms of reference of the Committees and will require amendment.
49. Any decisions made by the Cabinet Member under the proposed arrangements are
subject to scrutiny and call-in in the usual way.
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Equalities and Diversity:
50. It was determined, in consultation with the Director for Law and Governance, that an
Equalities Impact Assessment was not required for changes to the governance
processes of the County Council as set out in the constitution.
51. By widening engagement access to the Council’s decision-making processes, the
proposals as set out in this Cabinet report are considered to have a positive impact for
Surrey residents.
Other Implications:
52. The potential implications for the following council priorities and policy areas have been
considered. Where the impact is potentially significant a summary of the issues is set out
in detail below.
Area assessed:
Corporate Parenting/Looked After
Children
Safeguarding responsibilities for
vulnerable children and adults
Environmental sustainability

Public Health

Direct Implications:
No direct implications
No direct implications
Updated assessment criteria will be
consistent with and where possible
contribute toward SCC sustainability and
climate change commitments
No direct implications

What Happens Next:
53. The changes to the Council’s constitution will be reported to Council on 22 March 2022.
The Director of Legal and Governance will work alongside the four joint committee
democratic service officers to update the respective Joint Committee constitutions to
keep these aligned with the County Council’s constitution. The County Council currently
has Joint Committee arrangements with four D&Bs (Woking, Guildford, Runnymede, and
Spelthorne). Under recommendation six Cabinet agreement is sought for the Director of
Legal and Governance to work in conjunction with democratic service officers to update
the respective Joint Committee constitutions to keep these aligned.
54. The finance team will work with highway officers to make required changes to highway
budgets and operating procedures.
55. Highway officers will work with the CEHSC to develop an updated ITS assessment
criteria, which will be recommended to the Cabinet Member for approval.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Report Author:
Lucy Monie, Director - Highways & Transport, lucy.monie@surreycc.gov.uk
Consulted:
The Leader, Portfolio Holders for Transport, and Infrastructure and for Communities
Communities, Environment and Highway Select Committee
Chairman of Surrey Association of Local Councils
Group Leaders
D&B Leaders and Chief Executives
Executive Directors for Environment Transport & Infrastructure and for Communities
Corporate Leadership Team
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Annex 1: Proposed revisions to the local and joint committee delegations
Sources/background papers:
25/01/2022 Cabinet Report Item 9: 2022/23 Final Budget and Medium-Term Financial
Strategy to 2026/27 Final Budget Cabinet Template Cover Report.pdf (surreycc.gov.uk)
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Annex 1

Proposed revisions to the Local and Joint committee highway
delegations
Local and Joint Committee
highway executive
functions

Proposed decision-making
route

Local Budget:
The allocation of the
highway capital budget
i) For Capital and
and highway revenue
Revenue Maintenance budget which are devolved
Retained by service
to the Local / Joint
and:
Committee for minor
a. Individual budget
highway improvements,
allocated to
and highway maintenance,
Members in same
within the committee’s area
way as currently and
including the scope to use
decision delegated
a proportion of either
to officers in
budget to facilitate local
consultation with
initiatives.
local Member.

Officer delegation

Highways Engagement &
Commissioning Manager
Group Manager Highway
Operations &
Infrastructure
Director Highways &
Transport

ii)

b. To allocate funds to
review on-street parking
management, including
local parking charges
where appropriate and to
approve the statutory
advertisement of Traffic
Regulation Orders relating
to on-street parking
controls.

To agree local speed
limits on County Council
roads within their area and
to approve the statutory
advertisement of speed
limit orders, taking into
account the advice of the

For Integrated
Transport Scheme,
Members propose one
scheme for assessment
and consideration
before Officer and/ or
Cabinet Member
decision
On-street restrictions:
i)
Officers consult local
Members on requests
received – no change.
Then officer takes final
decision in consultation
with local Member. On
the few issues that
require senior political
agreement, Cabinet
Member decision.
Local charges:
ii)
Decision taken by
Cabinet Member in
consultation with local
Members.
Supplemented by
engagement with
residents and future
parking strategies
Speed Limits
Officer assesses and
consults Divisional Member.
Officer takes decision.
However, if Divisional
Member disagrees, would
refer to Cabinet Member.
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Parking & Traffic
Enforcement Manager
Highways Engagement &
Commissioning Manager
Group Manager Highway
Operations &
Infrastructure
Director Highways &
Transport

Highways Engagement &
Commissioning Manager
Group Manager Highways
Operations &
Infrastructure

12

12

Director Highways &
Transport

Surrey Police road safety
and traffic management
team and with regard to the
County Council Speed
Limit Policy.
To approve the statutory
advertisement of all legal
orders or appropriate
notifications relating to
highway schemes within
the delegated powers of
the Local / Joint
Committee.
Where, under delegated
powers, the Parking
Strategy and
Implementation Team
Manager or Area Team
Manager has chosen to
refer the decision on
whether a Traffic
Regulation Order should
be made to the Local /
Joint Committee, the
committee will make that
decision.
To consider applications
for stopping up a
highway under section
116 of the Highways Act
1980 when, following
consent of any relevant
borough/district/parish
council, unresolved
objections have been
received during the period
of statutory public
advertisement, and to
decide whether the
application should proceed
to the Magistrates’ Court.
The County Council
members of Local / Joint
Committees may take
decisions in response to
local needs, within the
County Council’s general
power of competence and
in accordance with the
financial framework and
policies of the County
Council.

Statutory advertisement of
all legal Orders
Officer assesses need to
introduce a scheme and
consults Divisional Member.
Officer takes decision.
However, if Divisional
Member disagrees, would
refer to Cabinet Member.
Not needed

Highways Engagement &
Commissioning Manager

Stopping Up Orders
Amendment and addition to
Removal of Public Rights
over Roads and Highways
Land policy agreed 2010 for
Cabinet Member decision.

Highways Engagement &
Commissioning Manager

Group Manager Highways
Operations &
Infrastructure
Director Highways &
Transport
N/A

Highways Technical
Support & Communication
Manager
Group Manager Highway
Operations &
Infrastructure
Director Highways &
Transport

Not required
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Local and Joint
Committee Highway
Executive Functions Service Monitoring,
Scrutiny & Issues of
Local Concern
ii) In relation to Community
Highway Enhancement
allocations, receive a
report on all projects
approved by Individual
Members of the authority
under delegated authority,
or by the Area Team
Manager where Members
have requested that their
allocations be combined to
be spent in one or more
divisions.
ix) Be informed of and
receive appropriate reports
on highway initiatives
and/or improvements either
wholly or partly in their
area.
x) Monitor local initiatives
agreed and funded by
Local / Joint Committees.
xi) Oversee and monitor
on-street parking
enforcement including
financials in its area
subject to terms of
reference, agreed by the
committee, which best suit
its particular local
circumstances.

Proposed route for consideration

12
N/A

Divisional Members will be kept abreast of updates in their
local areas.

N/A
This will be reviewed as part of the new agency agreements
post-2023.

i

Surrey County Council Community Vision for 2030
Petition Scheme - https://www.surreycc.gov.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0007/253195/SCC-Petition-Schemeamended-Feb-21.pdf
ii
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